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ABSTRACT : In recent years, electromagnetic waves have become the medium of information exchange in
free space for various applications ranging from home appliances to industrial products, from research
laborites to defense applications, from mobiles to health monitoring systems. The development in the noncontact based intruder detection system via human vital sign using Doppler radar has attracted considerable
interest of researchers. Due to the non contact nature and deep penetration level of radio frequencies, the vital
sign detection system includes various domain of application, viz. medical, security, etc. this paper presents
review of RF based intruder detection using CW Doppler radar. In this paper, vital sign detection techniques
are presented.
Keywords - CW Doppler radar, heartbeat, intruder, radar receivers, respiration rate.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The word protection of the belongings leads to the implementation of security system. Various types of
security systems are available today with the types varying with respect to the applications. For intruder
detection, various types of burglar alarms are introduced today with the advantages of easy availability, cost
effectiveness etc. but, these systems also have drawbacks, such as high rate of false alarms, weather effect,
animal activity, air movement, machinery noise, vibration, change in temperature. In 1886, Heinrich Hertz
discovered the radiation of electromagnetic waves while their propagation. This led to the discovery of radar
technology which was used as intruder sensor in WWII. As the advance use of radar technology for various
applications increases rapidly, the recent area of research is human vital sign detection system. In case of
intruder detector, where conventional alarms has drawbacks in through the wall detection, weather conditions,
the RF based vital sign detection system can provide good solution. This is due to the fact that, RF signals can
pass through any weather conditions, they can pass through walls. This system is used when continuous
monitoring is required. This paper gives an overview of human vital sign detection system.

II.

DOPPLER RADAR THEORY

When a source generating waves moves relative to an observer, or when an observer moves relative to a
source, there is an apparent shift in frequency. If the distance between the observer and the source is increasing,
the frequency apparently decreases, whereas the frequency apparently increases if the distance between the
observer and the source is decreasing. This relationship is called Doppler Effect (or Doppler Shift) after
Austrian Physicist Christian Johann Doppler (1803-1853).[1]

III.

METHODOLOGY

According to Doppler theory, a constant frequency signal reflected off an object with a periodically
varying displacement will result in a reflected signal at the same frequency, but with a time varying phase
ϕ(t).[2]
Doppler radar motion sensing systems typically transmit a continuous wave (CW) electromagnetic signal that is
reflected off a target and then demodulated in the receiver.
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(1)
The received signal consists of the reflected transmitter signal, the Doppler shift d0 with time delay
related to the target distance, where λ is wavelength.[3] A stationary person's chest can be considered as the
target of CW radar since it has a periodic movement with no net velocity and hence will therefore receive a
signal similar to the transmitted signal, with its phase modulated by the time-varying chest position, as shown in
Figure 1. Demodulating the phase will then provide a signal directly proportional to the chest position, which
contains information about movement due to heartbeat and respiration, from which heart and respiration rates
can be determined. Non-contact heart and respiration monitors have been developed based on this principle [2].
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Figure 1: Block diagram of continuous wave radar for measurement of physiological motion. The phase of the
reflected signal, θ(t), is directly proportional to the chest motion, x(t), and is scaled by the wavelength, λ.

IV.

SYSTEM DESIGN

The various types of the vital sign monitoring system architecture can be classified on the basis of their
receiver design. Receiver used in CW Doppler radar can be direct conversion receiver or quadratuer Doppler
receiver. According to the Doppler shift, if the target surface has periodic movement, it is then characterized as
phase shift w.r.t to the displacement. Also, if this movement is very small, then at the receiver side, mixer
produces an output of low frequency component proportional to the displacement. Fig (2) shows this concept. It
is a single channel, direct conversion, CW radar. A major limitation of the single channel configuration is
detection sensitivity to target position due to a periodic phase relationship between the received signal and local
oscillator.[1,3]
The received signal can be given as:
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Received signal which is the RF input to the mixer is
4 d 0 4 x t 4 y t
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Here, x(t) is the signal due to respiration and y(t) is the signal due to the heart beat. LO signal to be given to the
mixer is
C (t )  AT cos  2 ft   (t ) 

Hence the low frequency signal components obtained after filtering at the output of the mixer is
4 x(t )
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Here, Δϕ(t) is the residual phase noise in the baseband demodulated signal
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(6) [4]
One major disadvantages of using a homodyne receiver for vital signs monitoring is the amount of DC offset
introduced by the system; this makes the signal demodulation difficult. This is due to the vital signal occurs at
the low frequency, which is very close to the DC value of the signal.[4]

Figure 2: Vital signs remote monitoring Doppler radar
system (from [1,3])

Figure 3: Block diagram of a quadrature Doppler radar
system with dc canceller. (from [5])
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Fig. (3) Shows the quadreture bio radar sensor. This architecture consists of two mixers which provide output on
I channel and its 900 phase shift on Q channel. A channel selector is used to select the optimum output from
both the channels. This architecture has advantage of DC cancellation as compared to the single channel
receiver.[3] the baseband signal is filtered, amplified and then processed using DSP tools. While quadrature
Doppler receiver has more accurate results than direct conversion receiver, the main drawback of this system is
large circuitry due to two mixers, phase shifters. Two demodulation methods of quadrature outputs have been
proposed: linear (complex) and non-linear (arctangent). Linear demodulation essentially rotates the data to the
optimum position, and at lower frequencies, and for small displacements this technique yields accurate results.
The arctangent demodulation overcomes the sensitivity to the target position, while also extending the reliable
phase deviation detection range that is limited by small angle approximation in single channel receivers.[3]
The quadrature baseband output is given as
B(t )  AR exp   4x(t ) /  
(7)
Where  is the constant phase shift related to the phase change at the surface of a target and the phase delay
between the mixer and antenna.
By arctangent demodulation technique
 BQ (t ) 

 BI (t ) 

 (t )  arctan 

 VQ  AR sin   4x (t ) /   

 VI  AR cos   4x(t ) /   
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VQ

(8)

VI

Where
and and refer to the dc offsets of each channel resulting from the finite port to port isolation of the
transceiver as well as from clutter reflections. The dc signal contains this dc offset as well as the dc information
associated with target’s position required for accurate demodulation.[3,5]

V.

RESULTS

The microwave CW radar vital sign monitoring system can be operated at various frequencies and at
various conditions. The higher the operating frequency, the more improved detection sensitivity we obtain.[6,7]
The fft results of the signal obtained from fig. (4) gives the peaks of respiration frequency at (0.2 Hz to 0.5 Hz)
and the peaks of heartbeat frequency at 0.8 Hz to 2.5Hz. Figure below shows the Fast Fourier Transform of the
time domain signal obtained.[1]
Fig 5(a) below shows the Doppler output with reference signal taken from finger. It clearly shows that
heartbeat and respiration rates can be obtained using Doppler radar architecture. Fig. 5(b) shows the calculated
heartbeat and respiration rates obtained from I and Q channels with arctangent and linear demodulation
techniques.[3]

Figure 4: Frequency spectrum of breathing and heartbeat, D=1m (from [1])

Figure: 5(a )

Figure: 5(b)
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Figure 5: Doppler radar output signal (top) and finger pulse reference (bottom) obtained using a quadratuer
Doppler radar (a) and extracted heart rate versus time compared to respiratory signal (b) (from [3])

VI.

CONCLUSION

From the review of RF based vital sign detection using CW Doppler radar, it is clearly concluded that,
The concept of detecting human vital signs is successfully implemented. It can be stated as quadratuer Doppler
receiver gives more accurate results than direct conversion receiver. The drawbacks in direct conversion
receiver such as, DC offset can be reduced by the use of quadratuer Doppler receiver. It has the scope of future
advancements in various domains for industrial approach such as, clutter cancellation techniques, antenna
design with frequency and power constraints, effect on the signal w.r.t. body movement, more than one human
are present etc.
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